International Compliance Management
Australia

What is the compliance mark?
The RCM is a visible indication of a product's compliance with all applicable regulatory
arrangements, including all technical and record-keeping requirements. The compliance
mark is shown below.

Who is responsible for applying the label?
It is the responsibility of the supplier to ensure that a compliance label is correctly applied to
each product before it is supplied to the market.
A supplier can give permission to a third party, including an agent, to apply the label.
However, ultimate responsibility for applying the label rests with the supplier.
Electronic labelling—If a product has a built-in display, the compliance label may be
displayed electronically rather than on the surface of the product. Electronic labelling is only
permitted if the product has a built-in display—displays that connect to the product, but are
external to it, are not considered to be built-in.
The labelling notices do not prescribe how electronic labels should be displayed. Examples
of how electronic labels can be displayed include:


during the device’s power up sequence



under the device’s system information page



under the device’s help menu.
The accompanying product documentation must explain how the electronic label can be
viewed.
Package labelling—If it is not practical to apply a label to the external surface of the product
(and it is not displayed using a built-in electronic display), the label must be applied to both:



the external surface of the packaging used for the product, and



the documentation (operating instructions, warranty or guarantee certificates) that
accompanies the product when it is supplied to the consumer.
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A label applied to the external surface of the packaging must:


be clearly visible, and



occupy an area that is greater than one per cent of that external surface
Note: A supplier who does not apply a label to the surface of the product is required to
maintain records detailing the reasons why and where the label was subsequently applied.
This requirement does not apply to a supplier who labels electronically.

Singapore
Equipment that has been registered or renewed after 1 October 2016 with IMDA, shall be
affixed with the IMDA compliance label by no later than 30 September 2017. This is to allow
time for dealers to prepare and affix the new IMDA label. The new label is shown as below;
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Papa New Guinea
Suppliers and Dealers shall ensure that approved equipment for the PNG market is clearly
marked or affixed with the following:
The equipment’s trade name, model name and serial number;
b. The Manufacturer’s/Supply’s name; and
c. The regulatory compliance label from the recognized Type Approval regimes for ICT
equipment classified under CERS and CCE category.
The regulator may accept the compliance labelling mark(s) from the international recognized
Type Approval regimes subject to the verification of device documents through the fast track
approval process. Examples of labelling marks are; “ACMA C-Tick”, “ACMA RCM”, “EU CE”,
etc.
The Regulatory Compliance Label will be attached to the device or stamped on the type
approval certificate or device documents as a mark of regulatory compliance

Ghana
The regulator will issue the type approval certificate with an assigned approval number.
This approval number must proceed the following:
NCA Approved :
This must be visible on the product, if not possible the host equipment or packaging.
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Brazil
Once your product is certified by ANATEL you need to affix the ANATEL label on your
product before you can import your equipment into Brazil. The Brazil label is composed by
the following information:


ANATEL’s logo



The following code: HHHHH-AA-FFFFF (the “H” identifies the Homologation of the
product, the “AA” identifies the year of issuance and the “F” identifies the device’s
manufacturer.



The label must follow the rules in Resolution 242;



It must be legible and fixed in an accessible place.

